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ROBERT C. PENNER 

ABSTRACT. We consider a family of conjectures due to Witten which 
relate the Miller-Morita-Mumford cohomology classes to explicit cy- 
cles in a certain cell-decomposition of the moduli space of punctured 
Riemann surfaces. A version of the first of these conjectures is proved 
here, and the computational geometric proof leads directly to Rogers' 
version of the dilogarithm and its Abel-Spence functional equation. 

INTRODUCTION 

Let M. = Ms
g denote the uncompactified moduli space of Riemann surfaces 

of genus g with s > 1 punctures (so the real dimension of M is N = 65—6+25), 

and let M denote the Deligne-Mumford compactification [DM] of M, which is 

an orbifold again of dimension N. Recall from [Mi], [Mo], [Mu] the (rational) 

Miller-Morita-Mumford cohomology classes Ri G H2i(M',Q), for i > 1, which 

are stable classes in the sense of [Ha]. Of course, the class Ri pulls back under 

the inclusion M C M. to a well-defined class /^ € H2t(M.]Q)) for i > 1, and 

we refer to these classes as the Miller-Morita-Mumford classes on M 

This paper is dedicated to a family of conjectures by Edward Witten [pri- 

vate communication] about the Poincare duals of the Miller-Morita-Mumford 

classes on M. Before discussing the conjectures, we must briefly discuss some 

background material. 

Recall (see [BE], [Ha], [PI], [P3]) that M comes equipped with a canonical 

"cell-decomposition"; namely, there is an explicit decomposition of M. into 

regions, each of which is naturally homeomorphic to the interior of a simplex 

together with certain of its faces. The "cell-decomposition" does not, so far 
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as we know, extend reasonably to a true cell-decomposition of M.. Thus, 

we shall be forced to consider cycles of non-compact support in our "cell- 

decomposition" of M which are expressed as rational linear combinations of 

interiors of simplices in this "cell-decomposition". 

In fact, Witten describes for each iV > 2i > 2 an explicit closed rational 

(N — 2i)-cycle [W^i] of non-compact support in our "cell-decomposition" of M 

and makes the 

CONJECTURE 0.1 (WITTEN). «» is a constant multiple of the Poincare dual 

of [W2i] on M, for each i > 1. 

Remark 0.1. Witten proposed a proof of these conjectures using Chern-Weil 

theory, and there is actually a natural section to the fiberwise cotangent bundle 

of the universal curve in the current context. A difficulty with this approach, 

however, is that the natural section is not generic, and this renders the calcula- 

tions awkward. Though this difficulty is presumably superable, the approach 

in this paper is more analytic and depends on the underlying hyperbolic ge- 

ometry. 

According to [W2], the Weil-Petersson Kahler two-form a; is a representative 

(actually, the harmonic representative) of 27r2Ri on Ai, and we now let Ki = 

UJ/{2
/
K
2
) denote this form on M. Our main result (which is a weakening of the 

first of the conjectures above) is that the cycle [W2] of non-compact support 

on M is a constant multiple of the "compact Poincare dual" of 00 on .M, in 

the sense that for any compactly supported closed (N — 2)-form 77 on M, we 

have fM uj A 77 = c Jj^i 77, for some constant c independent of 77. In fact, we 

have 

Theorem 0.1. Ki is the compact Poincare dual of |[W2] on M. 

The proof is a computation using our explicit integration scheme [P4, §7], 

which we use here to integrate over various cycles in M rather than just over 

M itself as in [P3]. One ingredient of our approach is a simple lemma about 

any matrix-model, which allows us, in effect, to apply Stokes' theorem one cell 

at a time on jM. 
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Using our coordinates on the Teichmiiller space, the geometry leads natu- 

rally to exactly the Hain-MacPherson version of Rogers' function [HM] as well 

as to the Abel-Spence functional equation which Rogers' function satisfies. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 is dedicated to a quick review 

of the necessary decorated Teichmiiller theory, and Section 2 presents our 

lemma about matrix-models. Various computations with our coordinates are 

performed in Section 3 in order to prove in Section 4 that Witten's putative 

cycles are indeed cycles. The computation of the compact Poincare dual of the 

Weil-Petersson Kahler two-form is presented in Section 5. Section 6 is devoted 

to closing remarks, among which are various comments on the vagaries of 

compactifying M in the setting of this paper. 

It is a pleasure to thank Ed Witten for many stimulating conversations and 

to acknowledge the intellectual debt to him of some of the work presented here. 

Jean-Louis Loday patiently explained connections between polylogarithms and 

K-theory and made many valuable comments. Not the least of these com- 

ments educated me about the Abel-Spence relation and thereby substantially 

shortened the proof given here (whose original sketch went through a painful 

partial derivation of the Abel-Spence relation). There were also stimulating 

and informative discussions with Osmo Pekonen and Dennis Sullivan. Let me 

finally thank Universite Louis Pasteur and the Finnish Mathematical Society, 

especially Seppo Rickman, for support during Winter, 1990. 

1. BACKGROUND 

We begin by reviewing the decorated Teichmiiller theory [P1]-[P4] and refer 

the reader to [P3, §3] for a more extensive review. 

Let Fg denote a fixed genus g oriented topological surface with s > 1 punc- 

tures, where 2g — 2 + s > 0. The (pure) mapping class group MCg of F* is the 

group of isotopy classes of orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms of Fg which 

must pointwise fix the punctures (whereas we consider the impure mapping 

class group in [P1]-[P4]). The Teichmiiller space Tg
s of Fg is the collection of 

all marked hyperbolic structures (complete with constant curvature —1) mod- 

ulo push-forward by diffeomorphisms isotopic to the identity, and the quotient 

Mg = TgS/MGs
g is the moduli space of F*, which is the object of central inter- 
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est classically. We consider the fiber-space T* over 7^, where the fiber over a 

point of Tg is the collection of all s-tuples of horocycles, one horocycle about 

each puncture. T£ is called the decorated Teichmuller space of F£ and plays 

a central role in [P1]-[P4]. We shall typically let F G Tg
s denote a Puchsian 

group underlying a point P G T*, so the marking is understood. The action 

of MCg on Tg
s lifts to an action of MC* on Tg

s in the natural way. 

Define an ideal triangulation A of F* to be (the isotopy class of) a collection 

of arcs disjointly embedded in F£ running between (not necessarily distinct) 

punctures, so that each component of Fg — A is an ideal triangle in F£ with 

its vertices among the punctures. (The isotopy class of) a subset A' c A of an 

ideal triangulation is called an ideal cell-decomposition or simply an "i.c.d." of 

Fg provided that each complementary region of A' in Fjj is an ideal polygon. 

Suppose that P G T* and a is (the isotopy class of) an arc, as above, 

connecting punctures in Fg. Straighten a to a geodesic for P, choose a lift of 

a to a geodesic in the hyperbolic plane, and consider the ideal points to which 

this lift is asymptotic. The decoration on T determines a pair of horocycles 

centered at these ideal points, and we define the lambda length of a and P to 

be 

A(a;f) = \/2^, 

where 6 is the signed hyperbolic distance between these two horocycles. This 

quantity is clearly independent of our choices, and we have 

Theorem A (Theorems 3.1 of [PI] and A.2 of [P3]). For any fixed ideal 

triangulation A ofFj}, the function 

f i-> A, where A(a) = A(a;f) for each a G A 

is a homeomorphism. Furthermore, the pull-back of the Weil-Petersson Kdhler 

two-form on T* is given by 

-2^<iloga A d\ogb + dlogb A dlogcH- dlogc A dloga, 

where the sum is over the collection of triangles complementary to A in F*, 

the lambda-lengths assigned to the frontier edges of this triangle are a, 6, c in 
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this order as traversed in the counter-clockwise sense (in the orientation on 

Fg), and log denotes the natural logarithm. 

Another ingredient of the decorated Teichmiiller theory is the MC^-invariant 

"cell- decomposition" oiT*, whose attendant combinatorics is effectively cap- 

tured by fatgraphs and the matrix-model. Recall that a fatgraph is a one- 

dimensional CW-complex together with a cyclic ordering on the collection of 

half-edges about each vertex. One associates a surface to a fatgraph in the 

natural way, and a marking in the usual sense on this surface is called a mark- 

ing on the underlying fatgraph. A cell in the decomposition of Tg corresponds 

to an Led., and an Led., in turn, corresponds via Poincare duality on the 

surface to some marked fatgraph. We shall require both the i.c.d. and the 

fatgraph formalisms here, and therefore require several definitions: 

Let A(G) be the i.c.d. corresponding to marked fatgraph G, 

let G(A) be the marked fatgraph corresponding to the i.c.d. 

A, 

let C(A) be the open cell in T* corresponding to the i.c.d. A, 

set C{G) = C(A(G)), and 

let C(G) denote the closure in fg
s of C(G). 

If A is an ideal triangulation of F* and e is an edge of A, then the com- 

ponent of (Fg — A) U {e} containing e is either a once-punctured monogon 

or a quadrilateral. In the latter case, we may replace e with the other diag- 

onal ef of the associated quadrilateral to produce a new ideal triangulation 

A' = (A — {e}) U {e'}. We say in this case that A' arises from A by applying 

an elementary move along e. By definition, the corresponding fatgraphs are 

related by Whitehead equivalence. 

The face relation in the "cell-decomposition" of T* is induced by inclusion 

of i.c.d. 's in the natural way, and two top-dimensional cells share a common 

codimension-one face if and only if they differ by a elementary move. The 

dual of this relation gives a partial ordering on 

Qg = {marked isomorphism classes of fatgraphs G : A(G) is an i.c.d. of F*}, 
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and we refer to the poset Q* as the fatgmph poset Thus, G G G* is the name 

of a cell C(G) = C(A(G)) c 7^, and it is in this sense that we shall employ 

both formalisms below. 

To analyze the structure of cells in the decomposition, fix some G G Gg- 

To each F G C(G) C Tg
s and each edge of G, there is associated its lambda 

length, that is, the lambda length of its dual ideal arc in A(G). There is 

furthermore associated another positive real quantity, called its "simplicial 

coordinate" (whose definition we shall recall when we need it in Lemma 3.2 

below), and we have 

Theorem B (Theorem 3.4.1 of [P3]). For any marked fatgraph G', let(Ei)f=1 

denote the tuple of simplicial coordinates associated to the respective edges 

{ei}^=i 0f G.   This tuple (Ei)^=1 of positive real numbers gives global coordi- 

nates on C(G). Furthermore, ifG\G" are marked fatgraphs so that A(G") c 

A(G'); then C(G") C C(Gf) is determined by the collection of equalities 

Et. = 0, for all e^ G A^) - A^). 

The decorated bundle Tg
s —> Tg

s admits the canonical section where each 

horocycle in the decoration has hyperbolic length unity, and we may thus 

regard Tg
s C T*. In fact, the "cell-decomposition" of Tg

s restricts to a "cell- 

decomposition" Tg. To see this, suppose that G G Gg- The fattening of 

G determines a marked surface whose boundary components are in natural 

one-to-one correspondence with the ordered set of punctures of F*, and each 

boundary component of this surface gives rise to a closed edge-path on G in 

the natural way. For any f G T^5, let Pt(r) denote the sum (with unsigned 

multiplicity) of the simplicial coordinates of the edges traversed by this edge- 

path, for i = 1,..., s. By [P3, Corollary 3.4.3], ^(F) is the hyperbolic length 

of the ith horocycle in the decorated conformal structure F. It follows that 

s V(G) = C(G)nTg
s cfg 

is the affine slice {pi = 1 : i = 1,..., s} of the positive orthant in simplicial 

coordinates, so ^(G) is in particular a cell, as was asserted. If A is an ir.c.d. 

of F5
S, then we shall also write simply Z>(A) = P(G(A)). 
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The canonical section of T* —► T"5 is everywhere transverse to dC(G) by 

[P3, Lemma 3.2.2], and therefore 

Corollary C. For any marked fatgraph G G G*, let (Ei)^=1 denote the tuple 

of simplicial coordinates associated to the respective edges {ei\^=l of G. The 

affine slice of the simplicial coordinates on C(G) determined by {p^ = 1 : 

i = 1, ...,5} gives global coordinates on the closure T>(G) of T>{G) in T*. 

Furthermore, if G\ G" are marked fatgraphs so that A(G//) C A(Gf/), then 

V{G") C V^') is determined by the collection of equalities 

Ei, = 0, for all e,. e A^) - A(G,,). 

Turning finally to our integration scheme, given a fatgraph G, let Aut(G) 

denote the unmarked fatgraph automorphism group of G, let [G] denote the 

unmarked isomorphism class of G, and let #Aut[G] denote the cardinality of 

Aut(G) for any G G [£?]. Another invariant (which detects the "hyperelliptic- 
ity")ofGis 

e[G\ = 

1,    if there is a non-trivial element of Aut(G) 

fixing each unoriented edge of G; 

0,    otherwise, 

for any G G [G], and we say that G or [G] is hyperelliptic if e[G] = 1. Ob- 

serve that a hyperelliptic fatgraph G must have either one or two vertices (cf. 

[P3, §3.1]); thus, there are no cells in Tg
s of codimension 0, 1, or 2 whose 

corresponding fatgraph is hyperelliptic unless F* = i^1, FQ , Ff. 

We shall only have occasion below to consider integrals of closed forms over 

certain cycles of non-compact support on Ms
g. Namely, suppose that Z is 

a p-cycle of non-compact support in the "cell-decomposition" of T* which is 

invariant under the action of the mapping class group MC*. Thus, the push- 

forward [Z] = (j)*(Z) is a well-defined p-cycle of non-compact support on Ms
g, 

where (j) : T —> M. is the forgetful map, and it is cycles of this type which we 

shall consider in the sequel. 

To establish notation for such cycles, enumerate the MG^-orbits of p-cells 

in Tg as {[Gfc]}^, and choose an orientation on respective representative cells 

{©(Gfc)}^ once and for all. If [Z] is a p-cycle on M.sg as above, then we write 
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[Z] = ]C/c=i nk[Gk] if the restriction of the corresponding cycle Z to V(Ge) is 

nk G Q times the specified orientation on V(Gk). 

Our integration scheme for this class of cycles on Ms
g is 

Theorem D. [P4, Remark 1 after Theorem 2] Given a p-cycle Z of non- 

compact support on Tg
s which is invariant under the action of MCs

g, write 

[Z] = J2k=ink[Gk], as above, which depends upon the finite collection of spec- 

ifications of orientations on \T^{Gz)}^=l. If ^ is a closed p-form on Ms
g, then 

r K 

J'iz] *=! #Aut[Gk} "« h{Gk) 
rik 

Jv(Gk) 

where 0*(£) is the pull-back of £ to a p-form on Tg , and each T>(Gk) is given 

its specified orientation. 

Remark 1.1. It is not difficult to prove that the projection Tg —> Ms
g is an 

embedding on the closures of cells in the first barycentric subdivision of the 

"cell-decomposition" of T*. In fact, the second barycentric subdivision of the 

"cell-decomposition" actually descends to a "simplicial decomposition" of M.sg 

(where the final quotation marks are explained as in the introduction); this 

point is discussed further in Section 6. One can easily extend the integration 

scheme above to one that allows arbitrary cycles of non-compact support on 

Ms
g in this first barycentric subdivision. In fact, this modified and more 

general integration scheme is already suggested by Lemma 2.1 below. On the 

other hand, we shall not need this more sophisticated integration scheme in 

this paper. 

The Weil-Petersson Kahler two-form u determines a volume-form c<;3^~3+s 

(with non-compact support) on both the moduli space Ms
g and the Teichmiiller 

space Tg of F*. LO furthermore determines a canonical orientation on the 

decorated Teichmiiller space 7^, as follows. Let pi denote the hyperbolic 

length of the horocycle about the ith puncture, for i = l,...,s. Since the 

punctures are ordered, 

u) = u A dpx A • • • A dps 

is a sensible definition, and u is thus a canonical orientation on Tg. 
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If G G Qg is a cubic fatgraph, then V{G) inherits an orientation from that 

of JT
5
, and the integration scheme in Theorem D becomes 

JM* ^ #Aut[G\  Jv(G) 

with the understood orientation on each V(G), where the sum is over all 

unmarked isomorphism classes of cubic fatgraphs whose corresponding surface 

is homeomorphic to F*. 

2. FATGRAPHS AND STOKES' THEOREM 

If G E Qa
g, then recall from Section 1 that [G] denotes the unmarked equiv- 

alence class and Aut(G) denotes the fatgraph symmetry group of G. We also 

let Vk(G) denote the number of fc-valent vertices of G for any positive integer 

k and define s(G) = s > 1 to be the number of punctures of the surface Fg 

corresponding to G. 

Notice first that the Euler characteristic of G (and hence of i^) is simply 

x(G) = ^2(k-2)vk(G), 
k 

and of course the pair x = X(G), s = s(G) uniquely determines the corre- 

sponding surface Ft r +2_3y. Furthermore, the codimension of P(G) in TgS (or, 

in other words, the codimension of C(G) in Tg8) is 

c(G) = J2(k-3)vk(G). 
k 

Notice that ^Aut^v^s^x^ and c are actually well-defined functions of the 

equivalence class [G\ of G, and write, for instance, Vk[G] for the value of Vk{G) 

for any G-G [G\. 

Define 

(*i)* = {Ge^:C[G]=j}, 

[*iK = { [G1: G e (^ }, 

so that each [*j]Sg is a finite set. In the sequel, we shall typically fix the genus g 

and number s of punctures and uniformly drop the subscript g and superscript 

s. 
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If G € (*j), then define 

diG = {He (*i+1) : A(H) C A(G) } C (*i+1), 

SjG = {H€ (*,_!) : A(ff) D A{G) } C (*,_!). 

Given a pair (G^H) of elements of <?, where if G c^-G (or, in other words, 

G G 6j-iH), let [G, if] denote the unmarked isomorphism class of the pair 

(G,H).   Fixing [G,if], a marking G G [G] uniquely determines a marking 

H G [if], and conversely. 

For any [G] G [*j], define 

$[£] = {[<?,#]: A(H)CA(G)} 

tt[G] = {[#,<?]: A(tf)DA(G)}. 

Noticing that the elements of $([G]) and those of ^([G]) as well occur with 

certain well-defined multiplicities, we are led to define 

</>|G] [Gx] = #{ H € d/? : [G, iJ] = [G, d] } 

^lIG] = #{H€ S^G, :  [ff, d] = [G, d] }, 

for any [Gx] € [*j+i]. 

A basic result which allows us to apply Stokes' Theorem on the fatgraph 

complex is 

Lemma 2.1. Fix any g and s, and set [*.,] = [*.,]* for each j. To each pair 

[G, Gi], assign a formal variable X[G,GI]> where we assume that X[G,GI] van- 

ishes if ACGO <£ A(G). Then 

^   &Aut\G]      5-     ^[GIJX^G,) 

=     E     jLA^tn.}      S      ^[GIX^,. 
IGxiei.,^] #^t[Gi] [ccxie*^] 

Proof. Fix some [G, if] G $[G], and consider the coefficient of X[G,H] on either 

side of the equation in Lemma 2.1. 

Let the valence tuple of [G] be ^3 = v3[G],...,vK = ^[G], and recall 

the enumeration of fatgraphs with this valence tuple given in the last step 

of Theorem 2.1 of [P2].   Thus, [G] occurs in this enumeration p[G] times, 
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where p[G] #Aut[G] =.Uk=3vk]- kVk' For each fatgraph G' G [G] arising 

in this enumeration, there are </>[<-] [H] distinct edges which one may collapse 

to produce a fatgraph Hf so that {G'^H') G [G,fl]. Arguing as on p. 45 

of [P2] (using 1-labellings), we conclude that the coefficient of X\G,H] on the 

lefthand side of the formula in Lemma 2.1 is l/#Aut[G, J3], where Aut(G, H) 

is the automorphism group of the unmarked pair (G, H). 

In the same way, set 1% = va[H],... ,tK = VK[H] and consider the enu- 

meration of fatgraphs with valence tuple ta,...,^. Arguing exactly as in 

the previous paragraph, the coefficient of X[GiH] on the righthand side of the 

formula in Lemma 2.1 is again found to be l/^Aut[G^H]^ completing the 

proof.    □ 

3. COMPUTATIONS WITH SIMPLICIAL COORDINATES 

It is more convenient here to consider the i.c.d. formalism as opposed to 

the fatgraph formalism. Recall that we have let A(G) denote the i.c.d. of 

F = Fg corresponding to the marked isomorphism class of the fatgraph G 

whose associated surface is homeomorphic to F. We may add geodesies to 

A(G) to produce an ideal triangulation A of F, and we linearly order the 

edges of A — A(G) = {ei}^. To each e* G A is associated its simplicial 

coordinate E^ and it follows from Corollary C above that dEx A • • • A CIEM 

is a co-normal vector to V(G) in T. Insofar as T comes equipped with its 

orientation derived from the two-form UJ (as in Section 1), we conclude 

Lemma 3.1. Given G G G, choose an ideal triangulation A containing A(G?); 

and choose a linear ordering on A — A(G). Then there is a canonically deter- 

mined orientation on T>(G). 

This is the way in which we shall typically specify an orientation on a cell 

of T in the sequel. Of course, in the special case that G G (*i), the unique 

non-triangular region complementary to A(G) in F is an ideal quadrilateral, 

and an orientation on T>{G) is thus determined by a choice of diagonal of this 

quadrilateral. 

To understand how these orientations transform, suppose that A, A' are 

ideal triangulations of F, where A7 arises from A by applying a single elemen- 
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d d' 

A 

FIGURE 1 

A' 

tary move, and adopt the notation of Figure 1, where the lower-case symbol 

next to an edge indicates its corresponding lambda length, and the edge la- 

belled x' of A' corresponds to the edge labelled a; of A. At the same time, we 

shall let the corresponding upper-case letter X and X' denote the simplicial 

coordinate of the respective edges. As was promised in the introduction, the 

formula 
ab{c2 + d2 - e2) + cd(a2 + b2- e2) 

E = 
abode 

defines the simplicial coordinate E on the edge labelled "e" in terms of the 

lambda lengths a, 6, c, d, e of nearby edges. The analogous formula is used to 

define the simplicial coordinate of any edge. 

Recall (see [PI] or [P3]) that up to the action of the Mobius group,, there is 

a unique lift of the vertices of the quadrilateral illustrated in Figure 1 to points 

in the light-cone in Minkowski space so that the lambda length of each edge is 

the square-root of the negative of the corresponding Minkowski inner-product. 

The closed convex hull of these points is a tetrahedron, and the signed volume 

V of this tetrahedron is related to the simplicial coordinate E on the edge 

labelled e by the formula V — abode E. This gives a geometric interpretation 

to the simplicial coordinate. 

Lemma 3.2. Given ideal triangulations A, A', where A' arises from A by 
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applying an elementary move along some edge, adopt notation as in Figure 1. 

Letting X denote the simplicial coordinate of an arbitrary edge of A, we have 

Xf = X,    ifXi{A,B,C,D,E} 

E'^-E, 

B' + C = B + C + E, 

A' + B' + E' = A + B, 

A' + D' = A + D + E, 

C'+.D' + E' = C + D. 

The proof follows immediately from the definition of simplicial coordinates 

as the reader can easily verify. Actually, we shall only require the second 

formula E' = — E in the sequel but include these other linear formulas here 

for completeness. 

Proposition 3.3. Continuing with the notation developed above for Figure 1, 

we have 

(0 det Ifj ^   ^ 0 Provided C = 0, o{E,C) 

(ii) det d^;^^ < 0 provided A = C = 0, 

where det denotes the determinant, and Q(X\ x^) denotes the Jacobian of 

(-Xi,..., X'n) with respect to (Xi,..., Xn). 

Proof We begin with part (i), and observe that 

d(E',C') _(-l     0 \ 

by the second part of Lemma 3.2. Thus, we must show that ^- > 0 if C = 0, 

and this is obvious from the geometric interpretation of simplicial coordinates: 

Increasing the simplicial coordinate C from zero alters the configuration of 

points in the light-cone in such a way that the corresponding tetrahedron has 

positive volume, and this in turn implies that C" must have increased from 

zero as well. 
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Turning to part (ii), we have 

d(A,E,C) 

(dA!      dA'      dA'^ 
1   dA        dE        dC 
0-10 

del    QCL    dCL 
\ dA        dE        dC t 

by the second part of Lemma 3.2, and so 

■dA'       dA' 

dC     dC 
dA       dC j 

Again resorting to the geometric interpretation of simplicial coordinates, it is 

obvious that §£ = 0 = ^ since A = C- = 0, while f^ > 0, % > 0 as 

before.    □ 

4. WITTEN'S CYCLES 

Consider the collection 

Wj = { G e (*,•) :  vj+s(G) = 1 } 

of cells in Q = Q*. We shall see that each cell V{G)) for G G W2i, admits a 

canonical orientation, and with these orientations, W^ becomes a cycle with 

non-compact support on T. In fact, these cycles are obviously equivariant for 

the action of the mapping class group on T, and W^ therefore descends to a 

cycle [W^i] of non-compact support on M. 

To understand the orientation on a cell in W}, consider the corresponding 

i.c.d. A(G). By definition, there is exactly one non-triangular complementary 

region of A(G) in F, and this region P is an ideal (j + 3)-gon. Choosing a 

vertex v of P, there is a canonical ideal triangulation Av of P defined by the 

condition that each edge of Av has v as an ideal endpoint. The orientation on 

F determines a linear ordering {efc}^=1 on A^, as in Figure 2. There is thus a 

canonical orientation on V{G) determined (as in Lemma 3.1) by each choice of 

vertex v of P, namely that determined by the co-normal vector dEi A • • • A dEj, 

where Ek denotes the simplicial coordinate on the edge e^, for k = 1,..., j. 

Let ilv denote the orientation so determined on T){G) for each G G W}, j > 1, 

and choice of vertex v. 
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P for j = 2 

FIGURE 2 

Lemma 4.1. Let P be the (j + 3)-gon complementary to A(G) in F, where 

G € Wj.  Suppose that Vi and V2 are consecutive vertices of P, and let them 

determine the respective orientations fii = QVl and Q2 = ^2; as above, on 

V(G).  Then Qi = O2 if and only if j is even. That is, 

(i) Ifj = 0(2), then fti = +fl2- 

(ii) Ifj = 1(2), «ien fii = -ft2. 

Proof Suppose that vi, V2 are consecutive vertices of P occuring in this order 

in a counter-clockwise traversal of the frontier of P, and enumerate AVl = 

{efc}^=1, where the ordering on subscripts as before reflects the canonical or- 

dering induced by the orientation of F. Set AQ = AVl, and recursively define 

A^ to be the ideal triangulation derived from A^_i by an elementary move 

along e^, for £ = 1,..., jV The edge ee of A^_i gives rise to an edge e^ of A^ in 

the natural way; see Figure 3. 

As in Lemma 3.1, the specification of co-normal vector 

dE'1A---AdE'eAdEt+1A---AdEj, 

determines an orientation on P(A^), where Ek (and E'ki respectively) denotes 
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FIGURE 3 

the simplicial coordinate of e^ (and e^). According to Proposition 3.3(i), the 

first and last elementary moves in the sequence AQ —> Ai —►••■•—» Aj each 

preserve these orientations, while each of the intermediary (j — 2) = ^'(2) moves 

reverses orientation by Proposition 3.3(ii). Thus, the composition of moves is 

orientation-preserving if and only if j is even, as was asserted.    □ 

Each cell in W2i therefore admits a canonical orientation, and we henceforth 

let W2i represent the corresponding chain on T of non-compact support. The 

main result of this section is 

Theorem 4.2. For each i, the chain W2i is a cycle of non-compact support on 

T. Furthermore, each such cycle descends to a rational cycle of non-compact 

support on M. 

Proof. We first show that W^ is a cycle, and suppose that G G W^i and 

Gi G (*2i+i) with V{Gi) C V(G). There are the following two possibilities 

for A(Gi): Either it has one complementary (2i + 4)-gon in F, or it has a 

complementary (2i + 3)-gon in addition to a complementary quadrilateral in 

F. 

In the first case, Lemma 4.1(ii) (together with symmetry) shows that the co- 

efficient of V(Gi) in the boundary of W2z must vanish. In the second case, there 

are exactly two cells in Q with T>(G) in their boundary, and these contribute 
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with opposite signs by the second part of Lemma 3.2. We again conclude that 

the coefficient of V(Gi) must vanish, so the chain W^ is indeed a cycle. 

Since the action of the mapping class group preserves the "cell-decomposition" 

and any mapping class is induced by an orientation-preserving homeomor- 

phism of F, it follows that W^ descends to a rational cycle of non-compact 

support on the moduli space, as was asserted.    □ 

Let [Wii] denote the cycle of non-compact support on M. corresponding to 

W2i by the previous theorem. 

5. THE DUAL OF THE WEIL-PETERSSON KAHLER TWO-FORM 

This entire section is dedicated to a proof of 

Theorem 5.1.  Consider a surface F = Ff and letu) denote the Weil-Petersson J 9 

Kahler two-form on the moduli space M ofF. For any closed (Qg—8+2s)-form 

rj of compact support on M, we have 

ujAri=^- 77. 
JM O   JiWo] 

Our proof is computational and relies on the integration scheme. Hyperellip- 

tic fatgraphs occur in codimension 0, 1, or 2 only for the surfaces F^FQ^F^ 

and we assume to begin with that our surface F* is not among these ex- 

ceptional cases. As before, we shall also typically drop the subscript g and 

superscript s. 

For this section only, we establish the conventions that for any real quantity 

x defined on T, we set 

x = logx, 

5=  dlogx. 

Thus, for any cubic fatgraph G the Weil-Petersson Kahler two-form on the 

corresponding moduli space is given by 

u = — 2^PaA6 + bAc + cAa, 
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where the sum is over all vertices v of G, and we assume that lambda lengths of 

the half-edges of G incident on v are a, 6, c in this cyclic order (as determined 

by the fattening). 

Suppose now that 77 is a closed (Qg — 8 + 2s)-form of compact support on M. 

Our main task here is to compute JMojAr]. According to the usual integration 

scheme applied to a volume-form on M, we have 

where each V(G) is given the orientation induced by cu (as in §1). 

For each G € G with [G] € [*o], define 

£(3 = ^ ab + 6c + ca — {6a + c6 + ac}  , 

where the sum is again over all vertices of G and the notation is as above for 

u.   Notice that £G is not invariant under Ptolemy transformations (see [PI] 

and [P4]), but £0 is clearly "natural" in the sense that for any / G Aut(G)^ 

we have /*(&?) = &?• 

Of course, UJ\X>(G) = — ^G|I>(G)) SO by Stokes' Theorem (since 77 is compactly 

supported) 

/      a; A 77 = - /_     & A 77. 
yp(G) JdV(G) 

Notice that for each edge e of A(G), A(G) — {e} is an i.c.d. of F if F is once- 

punctured, whereas in the multiply-punctured case, there are codimension-one 

faces of V(G) lying "at infinity" (and, of course, 77 vanishes on these faces). 

For any Gi e Q so that [G,Gi] 6 $([G]), let ©[G.GIKGI) be the orientation 

on T>(Gi) induced as a face of T>{G) with its specified orientation. Thus, 

/   a; A 77=    V ,    I ^GAT? 

[G\e[*o]   W [    J    [G,Gi]€^[G] ^^GlGl](Gi) 

:=     Zl       41 A   +\n 1 Z ^[Gi][G]    / £GA77, 

where we have used naturality of £c and the hypothesis that 77 is compactly 

supported in order to apply Lemma 2.1 in the last equality. 
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FIGURE 4 

Choose now an orientation on T>{Gi) for each Gi G (*i) (that is, choose 

a diagonal e of the quadrilateral complementary to A(Gi) in F), and let the 

other possible diagonal be denoted /, as in Figure 4. Suppose that G = 

G({e} U A(Gi)), H = (?({/} U A(Gi)), and define 

~    aC\    x    I    aC 

e{M)+f{Vd 
Recall that ef = ac + bd by Ptolemy's Theorem [P3, Lemma 3.3.3], whence 

ac(a + c) + bd(b + d) 
e + f = ac+ bd 

so that, in fact, 

£GI = {a + c) 
bd (h    j\(ac^~^\      f ac\ ac(a + c) + bd(b + d) 

ac + bdj \    ac    J      \bdj ac + bd 

Notice that this previous expression for £GI is independent of e and /, is closed, 

and changes sign under the cyclic permutation of a, 6, c, d. 

An elementary calculation shows that £Gl =  d^a > where 

bd 
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and (p(x) = ^{Li2(x) — £,12(1 — x)} is the Hain-MacPherson [HM] version of 

Rogers' function (L^Oz) = 52n>i n~2 xn denoting Euler's dilogarithm). Notice 

that £<3i changes sign under a change of orientation on V{Gi), (The choice of 

integration constant here is dictated by our application of Lemma 2.1 below.) 

Invoking Stokes' Theorem again, we find 

JM [Gili[*i]   #Aut[Gi\   JdV(Gi) 

In order to proceed and apply Lemma 2.1, we must address the invariance 

of the integrals in the previous equation. There are two kinds of pairs (Gi, G2) 

here: 

case (a): A(G2) has two complementary quadrilaterals, and the edge 

in A(Gi) — A(G2) triangulates one of these quadrialterals. 

case (b): A(G2) has exactly one complementary pentagon, and the 

edge in A(Gi) — A(G2) decomposes this pentagon into a triangle and 

a quadrilateral. 

Pairs of the latter type obviously admit no non-trivial automorphisms. Con- 

sider a pair (Gi, G2) of the former type. An automorphism L of the pair must 

fix the quadrilateral complementary to A(Gi), and we choose a diagonal e of 

this quadrilateral, t may preserve e setwise (in which case the orientation on 

V[GUG2}{G2) and CGI are both unchanged), or it may not (in which case the 

orientation on T>[GliG2](G2) and CGI both change sign). 

Thus, we may apply Lemma 2.1 (again using that 77 is compactly supported), 

to the effect that 

I UJM1=   Y.    jLA~t\r}       2'     V^iIGi] /        /     C^AT/. 
JM [G2]€[*2]    #AutlGz\    [GlfGa]€*[Ga) J^[GltG2](G2) 

The terms in the previous sum are of two types as in case (a) and (b) above. 

In the former case, A(G2) has a pair of complementary quadrilaterals, and 

there are four fatgraphs G^, G^, G^, G^ whose corresponding cells are incident 

on that corresponding to G2, as illustrated in Figure 5. Owing to the change 

of orientation, the contribution from [G*, G2] annihilates the contribution from 
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A(G*) A(G«) 

A(G2) 

A(Giii) A(G?if,) 

FIGURE 5 

[Gin, G2], and the contribution from [Gu, G2] annihilates the contribution from 

[GiV,G2]' 

In the remaining case (b), A(G2) has a complementary pentagon P, and 

we adopt the notation for the frontier edges and vertices of P as in Figure 6. 

(The subscripts will be taken modulo 4 here, so v5 = Vi for instance.) There is 

a natural correspondence between the frontier edges and the various possible 

diagonals of P (as is also indicated in the figure), and we adopt the notation of 

Figure 6 for these diagonals. We also illustrate in Figure 6 the various i.c.d.'s 

Am which contain A(G2) and let Gm = G(Am), for m = 0,..., 4. To specify 

an orientation on X>(Gm), we specify that the edge e^ is the chosen diagonal 
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of Am so that the canonical orientation on V(G2) (as in the previous section) 

actually agrees with the orientation X^m^^G^) for each m = 0,..., 4. 

Thus, the contribution to JM uAr] from [G2] e [*2] is ^[^2] #Aut[G2} fv(G2) Vi 

where 

P[G2] = -2^2 <p(—rr^—) 

i=0       V1^      ejej 

1 

z=0        1       ^* 

with 

Xi = CR(yi+2, Vi+u vu Vi-i) 

by [P3, Remark after Lemma A.l], where CR(a, 6, c; 2:) is the value of z under 

the Mobius transformation taking a, 5, c, respectively, to 0,1,00. 

Actually, we shall employ the notation of [Du] for cross-ratios and set 

r     u        j\      a-c   c-a 
{a:b:c:d} = -, 

b — a   c — a 

so = {vi-i : vi+2 : Vi : Vi+i}, for each i = 0,..., 4, and we define 
1 - Xi 

Ao = = {vi :V4:V2' M, 
J- — X2 

Ai = = {V2 : ^0 : ^3 : ^4}, 
1-X3 

A2 = — = {^3 : Vi : v* : ^o}, 
1-X4 

A3 = = {^4 : V2 : ^o ■: vj, 
1 — Xp 

A4 = = {'UQ : va • Vi ' ^2}. 
1-Xi 

Lemma 5.2. 5et A = {a : b : c : d}.  T/ien ^e have 

{b : c : d : a} = -, {a : c : b : d} = 1 - A, and {a : b : d : c} = -. 
A — 1 A 
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A(&) 

A(G0) 

ei 63 

V2 62 V3 

A(G2) 

ACG4) 

A(G2) A(G3) 

FIGURE 6 
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We shall require these identities below but omit the proofs (which are stan- 

dard computations of anharmonic ratios). 

Now returning to the previous computation, we have 

^[G2] = -2^^(Ai) 
2=0 

2 
where L denotes Dupont's version [Du] of Rogers' function (so tp = 2L + ^■). 
Recall that the functional equation on L is 

vr2 

L(x) + L(l-x)=     6 

2=0 

where /x* = {^o : • • • : tJi : • • • iv^}. 

On the other hand, Lemma 5.2 gives 

A, = l-»-1 for i = 0,2,4, 

so we conclude that 

i=0 

STT2 

^       3 

3 * 

Finally, 

JM
UJA11

      3 [GJ^2] #Ant[G2] A,(G2)^ 

vr2  f 

«J   ./[W2] 

with ViG?) given its canonical orientation as in §4, where the second equality 

follows from a final application of Theorem D. 
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This completes the proof in case F* is different from F/, F0
4, Ff. For F* and 

FQ (whose moduli spaces are of complex dimension one), we have W2 = 0, and 

our argument above shows that JM LJAT] = 0 for any compactly supported zero- 

form 77. For Ff, one checks easily (or see [P3, Table 1]) that there is exactly one 

hyperelliptic fatgraph in codimension 0, 1, or 2, it occurs in codimension 2, 

and it is of type (a) above. The same argument therefore applies, and the 

proof is complete.    □ 

6. CLOSING REMARKS 

A natural extension of Witten's conjecture in the introduction is that the 

closure of the cycle [W^t] in M actually represents a multiple of the Poincare 

dual of Ki, for each i. One might also reformulate the problem and consider 

some other orbifold compactification Mf of M. which admits a natural con- 

tinuous map M' —> M. Letting AJ G H2i(Mf,Q) denote the corresponding 

pull-back of Ri for each i, one seeks a compactification M' so that the closure 

\W21i 0f [^2i] in A^' is a cycle representing a multiple of the Poincare dual of 

K't for each i. 

In fact, we have studied a particular compactification which arises quite 

naturally and next briefly survey this work-in-progress to discuss certain con- 

jectures in the current context. We shall limit the discussion here to the case 

of once-punctured surfaces just for simplicity. In this case, the decorated Te- 

ichmiiller space T « T x R is a product, where T denotes the Teichmuller 

space. By definition of lambda lengths and homogeneity of our formulas, the 

coordinates on T descend to projective coordinates on T, and, what is more, 

the "cell-decomposition" of T descends to a "cell-decomposition" of T. 

There is thus an embedding T —> ^4, where A is the simplicial complex 

(considered in [Ha]) consisting of all projectively weighted familes of isotopy 

classes of disjointly embedded essential arcs in the surface with endpoints at 

the puncture. A itself is therefore simply the natural simplicial completion of 

T C A. 

The mapping class group acts on A in the natural way, and we let M! 

denote the quotient. Simplices in A — T have infinite isotropy As alluded to 

in the Remark following Theorem D in Section 1 above, the second barycentric 
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subdivision of A descends to a true simplicial complex on M'. 

CONJECTURE 6.1. M' is an orbifold. 

In the setting of planar surfaces (for which the simplicial completion of T is 

not all of A and we do not here define M'), we have proved the corresponding 

conjecture using a rather involved argument. 

It is a non-trivial geometric fact that there is actually a natural continuous 

mapping M' —► M, and we let «J £ H2i(M\ Q) denote the pull-back of £* for 

each i. Furthermore, let W^ denote the collection of simplices of codimension 

2i in A defined in analogy to W2z- Each simplex in W^ admits a canonical 

orientation just as before, and the associated chain W^ on A is again a cycle 

of non-compact support. This cycle is evidently invariant under the action of 

the mapping class group, and hence WI^ descends to a rational cycle [W^] of 

compact support on M'. 

CONJECTURE 6.2. [Wy is a constant multiple of the Poincare dual of «J on 

M', for each i > 1. 

We mention parenthetically that in the case of the once-punctured torus 

JFj1, we have M' = M, and the Poincare dual of the Weil-Petersson two-form 

is 7r2/6 times the class of the ideal point, where the extra factor of two here (in 

comparison to Theorem 5.1) comes from the hyperelliptic involution. Thus, 

both of the conjectures above hold for the surface i^1. 

This completes the discussion of Theorem 5.1 in the context of our work- 

in-progress on the compactification Ad' of .M, and we turn finally to other 

closing remarks. 

It is appealing to believe that the computational scheme employed here 

might be a useful tool for deriving analogues of Rogers' function and its Abel- 

Spence functional equation for higher poly logarithms. Of course, a fundamen- 

tal ingredient for us is an explicit hyperbolic formula for the Weil-Petersson 

Kahler two-form (namely, the formula in Theorem A, which, in turn, depends 

on [Wl]), and the lack of such a formula for the higher Miller-Morita-Mumford 

classes could be a basic obstruction to such a dream. 
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We finally mention that [Ko] has given explicit and simple formulas in the 

simplicial coordinates for Wit ten's closely related "visible" cohomology classes 

[Wi] on M, and he has used the integration scheme described herein to explic- 

itly compute their various correlations; one might also use the computational 

scheme of this paper to find the compact Poincare duals of these classes. 
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